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1.0 Introduction

The Pilsgate Conservation Area was designated in 1979.  This document aims to fulfil the 
City Council’s statutory duty to ‘draw up’ and publish proposals for the preservation and 
enhancement of the conservation area as required by the Planning (Listed Buildings and 
Conservation Areas) Act 1990 and provide planning guidance in support of Policy PP17 of 
the Peterborough Planning Policies Development Plan Document (DPD).

A character appraisal is a way of identifying the key features that define the special 
character and interest of a conservation area and identify proposals for its enhancement. 
This report assesses the historic and architectural qualities of Pilsgate and makes 
recommendations for the management of the area so that this special character, historic 
fabric and appearance are retained and enhanced.  It is important that all those who have an 
interest in the area are aware of those elements that must be preserved or enhanced.

The draft report can be viewed or downloaded at www.peterborough.gov.uk Copies are 
available on request from Planning Services, Town Hall, Bridge Street, Peterborough. A 
summary on public consultation and any revisions made will be available.

The character appraisal will: 
 Identify the areas special character
 Review existing conservation area boundaries
 Provide a basis for considering planning proposals that affect the area
 Provide an understanding of what it is about the conservation area that should be cared 

for and what improvements could be made;
 Make recommendations to ensure its special qualities are retained and enhanced in 

the future. 

The information will be used as a basis to monitor the general appearance and condition of 
the Pilsgate Conservation Area and assess progress in implementing the Management Plan. 
It is expected that further periodic reviews will take place with residents and Pilsgate Parish 
Council during the next 5-10 years.

The report can be viewed / downloaded at www.peterborough.gov.uk and inspected at: 
Planning Services, Peterborough City Council, Town Hall, Bridge Street, Peterborough. 
A copy is available on request.   

2.0 Scope of the appraisal 

The appraisal covers the existing conservation area and adjoining land of historic, 
architectural, and landscape significance where these have an influence on the conservation 
area. 

The appraisal reflects the advice given by Historic England in “Conservation Area 
Designation, Appraisal and Management” (2016) 
See https://historicengland.org.uk/advice/planning/conservation-areas/

No appraisal can be completely comprehensive and the omission of any particular building, 
feature or space should not be taken that it is of no interest.
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3.0 Planning Policy Context 

3.1 Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act 1990

Conservation areas are designated under Section 69 of the Planning (Listed Buildings and 
Conservation Areas) Act 1990, and are defined as ‘areas of special architectural or historic 
interest the character or appearance of which it is desirable to preserve or enhance’.  Local 
authorities are required to designate conservation areas to ensure that the special character 
of a place is preserved and enhanced.  It is the quality and interest of an area as a whole, 
rather than that of individual buildings, which is the prime consideration in identifying a 
conservation area.

Designation increases the Council’s controls, with planning applications judged by their 
impact on the character and appearance of the area and consent required for the demolition 
of unlisted buildings.  The rights that owners have to carry out works to their properties 
without the prior need to obtain planning permission (known as ‘permitted development’ 
rights’) are reduced.  There is also special protection given to trees.

3.2 National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF)

The National Planning Policy Framework (2012) sets out in one document the Government’s 
planning policies to help achieve sustainable development.  The presumption in favour of 
sustainable development is the guiding principal of the document.  Sustainable development 
has three dimensions: economic, social and environmental.  The environmental role involves 
contributing to the protection and enhancement of the historic environment.  

Under the NPPF a conservation area is a ‘designated heritage asset’ and is defined in 
Annex 2 as: 

‘A building, monument, site, place, area or landscape identified as having a degree of 
significance meriting consideration in planning divisions, because of its heritage interest.  
Heritage assets includes designated heritage assets and assets identified by the local 
planning authority (including local listing)’.

Paragraph 132 of the NPPF advises that great weight should be given to the conservation of 
designated heritage assets. 

3.3 Peterborough Local Development Framework

The Peterborough Local Development Framework (LDF) provides the local planning policies 
with which to make planning decisions in the district. The two key documents of the LDF are:

The Peterborough City Council Core Strategy Development Plan Document (2011). This 
sets out the key principles for the conservation of the historic environment in Policy CS17: 
The Historic Environment.  New development must respect and enhance the local character 
and distinctiveness of the area in which it would be situated, particularly in areas of high 
heritage value.

Pilsgate is identified as a ‘small village’ in Policy CS1: The Settlement Hierarchy and the 
Countryside of the Core Strategy.  The settlement hierarchy ranks settlements in the district 
according to their size and the scale and range of its services and facilities.

The Peterborough Planning Policies Development Plan Document (2012).  This contains 
detailed policies.  Policy PP17 covers designated and non-designated heritage assets 
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including conservation areas, statutory listed buildings, locally listed building, archaeology 
and historic landscapes. The documents are consistent with the provisions of the NPPF.

The ‘Further Draft Local Plan 2016’ document proposes no change to the current adopted 
local plan and policies relevant to Pilsgate.  Further consultation on the plan will take place 
in autumn 2016 followed by independent Examination in Public then adoption as the 
next Local Plan expected in early 2018.

The Pilsgate Conservation Area Appraisal and Management Plan was adopted on 
25th July 2017 as City Council approved planning guidance in support of policy PP17 
of the Peterborough Planning Policies Development Plan Document (DPD) and the 
emerging polices in the new Local Plan. The Appraisal and Management Plan will be 
a material consideration when making planning decisions and considering other 
changes affecting the area to ensure that its special character and appearance is not 
harmed.

4.0 Summary of Special Interest

The special architectural, landscape or historic interest of the Pilsgate Conservation Area 
derives from the following:

 A small linear settlement with a low density of development.

 A defined building line as the buildings face the footway, most with stone boundary 
walls and mature planting providing enclosure to the streetscene. 

 A cohesive character of historic buildings with traditional building materials of 
limestone and Collyweston slate and original architectural features.  

 A small range of building types, and modest scale and form of buildings from high 
status houses to small cottages and farm buildings.

 The stone walled paddock and mature horse chestnut tree in the centre of the village 
provide a high quality focal point. 

 The paddock to Pudding Bag Lane is a key space.

 The prominence of mature trees in views along Stamford Road. 

 The grass verges and stone walls along Stamford Road and Pudding Bag Lane.

 The setting and historic relationship of Pilsgate to its surrounding agrarian landscape.

5.0 Location and boundary

Pilsgate is a small hamlet in the Civil Parish of Barnack.  It is located on the edge of the 
south terrace of the River Welland valley, 1 mile north-west of Barnack and 3 miles south-
east of Stamford.  The river Welland is located ½ mile to the north.

There are 38 properties in Pilsgate, of which 23 are in the Conservation Area.  A population 
estimate indicates that there are approximately 90 people resident in the village. 
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The Conservation Area was designated in 1979.  The boundary is tightly drawn around the 
core of the settlement, generally excluding the small amount of 20th c development.  The 
boundary includes the traditional buildings of Pilsgate Farm and north to Pilsgate House and 
Westways.  The boundary then shifts to the north-east and the entrance to Latimers 
Paddock, and continues south incorporating Unity Houses, Ragstone House, 8 Stamford 
Road and the stone walled paddock.  The boundary then turns east along Pudding Bag 
Lane including buildings fronting to the south. The boundary is shown over page.

 
Aerial view of Pilsgate     Conservation area (brown) Village Envelope (red line)

6.0 Geology and landscape setting

Pilsgate is located within the Nassaburgh limestone Plateau Character Area.  (Peterborough 
Landscape Strategy: Landscape Character Assessment 2007).  This landscape is 
characterised by an undulating land form which rise to the prominent scarp along the edge 
of the River Welland valley.  Foreground views are typically characterised by large arable 
fields and seasonal meadows with hedges, road verges and mature trees, copses and small 
woodland.

Much of the settlement, like neighbouring Barnack, is located on higher ground above the 
south terrace of the river Welland valley on an outcrop of Oolitic limestone and clay. 

Pilsgate is surrounded by agricultural land.  To the north the landscape is flat and broad fields 
lead gently down to the meadows of the Welland. To the south is gently rolling limestone 
country with open arable fields and large woodlands enclosed by hedges and copses.  

Pilsgate has a close historic relationship with the surrounding landscape as a rural 
settlement with an agricultural focus. The land is very fertile and cultivated with a pattern of 
open irregular sized fields with hedge boundaries allowing long views.  

Pilsgate is approached by road in two directions, from the north-west and south-east along 
Stamford Road.  Both approaches have open views over the surrounding landscape and 
provide a gentle transition between the countryside and the settlement.  There is little in the 
approaching views to signal the arrival at a settlement.

The approach from the south east is pleasant.  East of the Burghley Estate the road rises 
steeply from the valley floor in a series of tight bends with some enclosure from tall field 
hedges, and it is not until the viewer turns the final bend that there is a sense of an 
impending settlement, mainly from the 20th century buildings at Lattimers Paddock.  The 
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view ahead is partially screened by garden trees to the road entrance, and the settlement 
does not fully emerge in a legible form until the long stone boundary wall at Silver Birches 
and Hunters Hill is reached. 

The approach from Barnack also has a strong rural prospect.  With rising ground flanked by 
verge, field hedge and trees it is not until the viewer rounds the bend at the junction with Mill 
Road that buildings are visible on the right, and there is notice of arrival at a settlement. These 
positive entrances to Pilsgate are a key aspect of the character of the conservation area.  
7.0 Brief History of Settlement

Pilsgate is situated in an area known as the ‘Nassburgh Hundred’, a region rich in natural 
resources, with favourable landscapes which fuelled prosperity.  Bounded by the River 
Welland to the north and Nene to the South, the higher grounds in between provided 
extensive timber resources and habitats for game, while the fertile river terraces were ideal 
for agriculture.  

The area has been occupied by earlier communities from the Bronze Age, Iron Age, and 
Roman Periods, and the earliest known settlements are found beside the river Welland. The 
present settlement is believed to be of Anglo Saxon origin, though there is relatively little 
surviving archaeological evidence of the houses and barns that would have existed.  

The first documentary evidence of a settlement is in the Doomsday Book of 1086 which 
records Pillesgete as being composed of thirty eight households, forty acres of meadow, five 
acres of woodland and a mill, classifying it as a ‘large’ settlement.  Pilsgate’s tenant-in-chief 
was the Abbey of St Peter, Peterborough and it is also recorded that 6 hides of land with a 
mill are the fee of the Abbey.

By 1125 Pilsgate was only assessed for 3 hides of land, although the population and value 
had increased. The manor remained the property of Peterborough Abbey until at the 
dissolution in 1535 when the manor passed to the King, who then granted it to David 
Vincent, who used it to consolidate holdings he had already acquired in Barnack Parish. 
Pilsgate descended from him to Thomas and Jane Vincent, who, in 1579, sold their 
consolidated holdings to William, Lord Burghley.  There are no remains, or reference to the 
former manor house in contemporary or later sources.  It is believed that the manor was 
located close to Pilsgate House.  

It is interesting to note that at this time Barnack was smaller than Pilsgate, being composed 
of twenty households.  The change in relationship between the two close settlements is 
likely due to the economic rise of Barnack, particularly from its quarrying industry, acting as 
a counter-weight on the prosperity of Pilsgate.

A chapel existed at Pilsgate from the 12th to the 16th century, indicating the relative 
importance of the settlement.  

The first map evidence of a settlement and street pattern is shown by the 1773 Estate 
survey by William Murray for Lord Exeter (below).  The map gives a good picture of the 
settlement at the end of the 18th C showing houses, cottages, farm groupings and a 
recognisable street plan of today.  It is also important as it shows the Saxon communal open 
field and strip system of farming.  Most of the residents would have been directly connected 
with the land.  
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Source: Map of Pilsgate 1773.  Source: Exeter map 40 1806 Inclosure map.
Exeter Map 275 by William Murray

Pilsgate was Enclosed in 1806, which benefited the Exeter Estate and larger farms. The 
1806 Enclosure map shows that the medieval farming system of open fields, strips and 
furlong boundaries had already largely been enclosed.  The map depicts Pilsgate as a small 
settlement astride the Stamford Road comprising farm houses and cottages, most set to the 
front of their plots.  Some plots would have been defined by stone boundary walls.  Another 
point of note is that post Enclosure Pudding Bag Lane is terminated at its current position, 
where before it had continued south east to give access to common lands. 

In 1870-72, John Marius Wilson's Imperial Gazetteer of England and Wales described 
Pilsgate as ‘a hamlet in Barnack parish, Northampton; 2¾ miles east-south-east of 
Stamford. Real property, £1,775. Population, 152. Houses, 27.  Pudding Bag Lane takes its 
name from the process of boiling suet puddings in muslin bags, but no history of this activity 
has been discovered.

Historic map evidence shows the rural setting of Pilsgate and that the present day layout 
and size have changed very little.  The early OS map 1886 (below) shows the village 
relatively unchanged from the Enclosure map.  This is also the case in comparison with later 
OS maps (1900 and 1967).  The main visual change being the more formalised nature of 
Stamford Road being surfaced, kerbed and in places widened.  

Pilsgate escaped the ribbon development of the 1930’s and 1960’s.  From the 1950’s 
relatively limited infill and back land housing took place at Latimers Paddock, Unity Houses, 
and Pudding Bag Lane, notably the terraced housing built for Barnack Rural District Council, 
and also a number of agricultural sheds at Pilsgate Farm.  It is also apparent that a small 
number of older dwellings and agricultural buildings were demolished to make way for the 
new development.  

The redevelopment of the Stackyard, the former farm crewyard on the corner of Pudding 
Bag Lane in 2005 with its converted barns and new buildings respects the traditional 
character and form of traditional closely grouped farm buildings enclosed by stone walls to 
the edge of the highway. 

The settlement today remains small, and retains a very rural character and appearance. 
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Ordnance Survey 1886 series  Ordnance Survey 1900

8.0 Archaeology

The Peterborough City Council historic environment record (HER) contains records on 
historic buildings, sites, structures, below and above ground archaeology, individual finds 
and reports. 

There are no scheduled monuments within Conservation Area or its setting, but there is 
some underlying archaeology of the early settlement of interest.

A chapel was present in the centre of Pilsgate from the 12th to the 16th century. According to 
documentary sources by the 17th century the site was derelict and subsequently was dug up 
and planted as an orchard. There is a field named Chapel Close, however, no remains of a 
chapel are evident and research in the past has not identified a site. 

An Anglo-Saxon furnished burial of an adult female dating back to the 6th century was 
discovered in 2000 at Waverly House, Pudding Bag Lane. Although there were no 
indications of other burials in the immediate vicinity, it is possible that this individual 
belonged to a larger burial ground. 
Archaeological investigations carried out in 2004 at the Stackyard and Pudding Bag Lane, 
revealed three small pits which contained early medieval pottery shards. 

Excavation undertaken in 2011 at Everdon, Pudding Bag Lane revealed a medieval 
stone/sand quarry which had been backfilled around the 16th century. The medieval pottery 
assemblage was fairly typical of what would be found in the area at this time and was 
associated with cooking and storage wares. The area was then enclosed by a limestone wall 
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in the late 17th century and the plot then used as a garden and the former quarry became a 
shallow depression within the garden area. 

An area of shrinkage in the surface is visible on air photographs to the north of Pilsgate 
Farm, and north and east of Pudding Bag Lane, beyond the limits of the Conservation Area. 

Sites within the settlement, and in some cases the materials of previous structures, have 
been used and re-used.  Boundaries and enclosures of certain plots shown on the 19th c 
maps represent boundaries continuous since at least the medieval and possibly Saxon 
periods.  It would be expected that areas within the settlement are likely to contain 
archaeological remains that would add to our understanding of mediaeval and pre-medieval 
history.  

9.0 Character and Appearance

9.1 Spatial character

Arriving from the south, Pilsgate is approached slightly uphill across a broadly flat rural 
landscape, with the road bordered by hedgerow and verge. Pilsgate comes into view after 
passing a right hand bend at the junction of Mill Lane, in glimpsed views of the Stackyard 
development over the field hedge and Pilsgate Farm outbuildings to the west.

Trees to the farm paddock initially screen views of the farmhouse beyond.  The field hedges 
quickly give way to stone walls to the edge of The Stackyard and Pilsgate Farm.  

On entering the village the transition from the open landscape to a road flanked by stone 
walls and barns to Pilsgate Farm and the converted barns of the Stackyard give an 
immediate sense of enclosure and more human scale. The buildings provide an agricultural 
character of the settlement on arrival.

 
Street enclosure and an agricultural character at the southern gateway to the village

Stamford Road is a historic road running through the settlement, but as part of the main 
highway network there is noticeable amounts of traffic and noise.  The road alignment with 
twists and increasing decent down the hill out of the village is flanked by verge, walls, 
buildings, and mature trees that all add visual interest to break up long views along the road. 

The junction of Pudding Bag Lane and Stamford Road and the stone walled paddock to the 
corner brings an openness to the view.  The paddock enhances the rural character and 
setting of the conservation area.  The veteran horse chestnut tree to the paddock is a 
significant landmark and focal point in most views, and with the paddock adds a rural 
character. The retention of the paddock and its historic boundary walls are important for the 
character and appearance of the conservation area, and the setting of nearby listed 
buildings.  
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A very important aspect of the character of the conservation area is the numerous stone 
boundary walls, for their amenity value and as enclosing elements in views.

Opposite the junction, Pilsgate Farmhouse and Pilsgate House positioned to the rear of the 
footway strongly enclose the west side of Stamford Road.  

The east side is framed by the continuation of the grass verge from Pudding Bag Lane and 
the stone wall of the paddock.  The grass verge softens the impact of the road and brings a 
rural feel and spaciousness into the village.  

   
Walled paddock     Stamford Road view north west          Ragstone House 

Beyond the paddock, Stamford Road begins a steepening decent. The pleasant Ragstone 
House is prominent in views when travelling in both directions, due to the curve in the road, 
though the telegraph pole and overhead wires are very noticeable. 

The strong sense of enclosure to the street formed by Ragstone House on the east side is 
continued by the tall retaining stone wall and mature trees to Pilsgate House and Westways  
and Hillside on the west, to the end of the village  

  
Street enclosure Ragstone House    Trees framing the open green space at Lattimers Paddock

Beyond Ragstone House the building line steps back from the highway at Unity Houses, with 
an increase in the depth of the grass verge.

The small green at the junction of 
Latimers Paddock, with a pleasant village 
sign, is an important feature.  Mature 
trees in the gardens of neighbouring 
houses help frame the space and act as 
a focal point in views when passing 
Ragstone House from the south.  

Green space at junction of Lattimers Paddock 

Lattimers Paddock is a modern cul-de-sac and part of the conservation area, largely due to 
the high quality mature trees in private gardens and boundary walls.
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Beyond the small green is the entrance to 
the village from the north-west.  Arriving at 
the village from this direction the 
experience is similar to that from the south; 
very rural and relatively low key until the 
stone walls of Silver Birches, Hunters Hill 
and Hillside are reached giving enclosure 
and awareness of a settlement.   

View north-west from village entrance (Google 
Street View) 

Pudding Bag Lane is a quiet, narrow, and informal cul-de-sac off Stamford Road.  Grass 
verges to both sides of the lane are attractive, and being un-kerbed adds to the rural 
character.  

  
Entrance to Pudding Bag Lane    The Stackyard development         Terrace and recent addition

The pleasant wall of the paddock is detracted by 
the plastic waste bin and signpost.  On the right, 
the grade II listed K6 telephone box sits pleasantly 
alongside the gable end of a historic stone barn 
that forms part of The Stackyard residential 
development.

The focus of the vista back to Stamford Road is 
the chestnut tree, Pilsgate Farmhouse and view 
across the paddock to Pilsgate House. 

View west to Stamford Road 

Beyond the paddock the terraced houses, which are outside the conservation area, have 
pleasant front boundary walls that add to the enclosure of the lane opposite the walls of the 
Stackyard and the tall evergreen mature trees to The Hollies. The removal of walls could 
compromise their contribution and erode the character of the conservation area.  An Article 4 
(2) Direction on these properties could prevent incremental damage.  Parked vehicles 
detract from the amenity of the street.  

Continuing along Pudding Bag Lane, a pleasant vista is formed by the mixture of trees, 
grass verge, and the anticipation of views across the Welland Valley at the end of the lane. 
The view is somewhat detracted by the presence of a number of telegraph poles and 
overhead wires which would benefit from being located underground.

A number of mid to late 20th century detached dwellings form the remaining character and 
are set further back in their spacious plots behind stone boundary walls.
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The undated image below was likely taken in the early 1900’s, showing the informal nature 
of the lane and a now demolished thatched cottage. The part of the front elevation of the 
former cottage now forms part of the boundary wall to Everdon.

 

The lane is terminated by a metal field gate, and pleasant views across the surrounding 
landscape. This focal point adds significant interest by way of anticipation when approaching 
the end of the lane.

9.2 Architecture and building materials.

The buildings in the Conservation Area are a mix of two storey houses and cottages with 
attic dormer windows.  The majority of the traditional buildings date from the late 17th century 
to early 19th century. 

Buildings face Stamford Road and Pudding Bag Lane, either located on the back edge of the 
footway or set back behind stone boundary walls enclosing gardens.  Typically they are 
detached stone with Collyweston slate roofs and chimney stacks.  There are a few 20th C 
buildings adjacent to the conservation area which in terms of their size, design and materials 
fit relatively comfortably in the historic townscape.

At the southern end of the conservation area is Pilsgate Farm, a large listed 18th century 
farmhouse with associated stone farm buildings. The two storey building has a long linear 
narrow plan form and an’ L’ shape plan, set to the back edge of the footway.  The house is 
built of coursed limestone rubble under a Collyweston slate roof and is five bays with a 
canted bay and door with segmental arch.  The windows are a mix of 2 and 3 light timber 
casements.  

Next is Pilsgate House, a large grade II listed building built of stone and Collyweston slate.  
The south wing is 17th century with later larger 19th century additions with high quality ashlar 
detailing to moulded mullion and 3 light tripartite sash windows and tall chimney stacks.  
This is a substantial building set behind a stone wall with hedge and addresses the road 
very well. 

  
Pilsgate Farmhouse                   Pilsgate House                          Ragstone House 
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Opposite Pilsgate House and set back is 8 Stamford Road, a late 19th century two storey 
house of stone with a tile roof, gable to road with a later 1½ storey rendered extension.  The 
entrance drive and low stone boundary wall give views to the property.  

Next along is Ragstone House, an attractive 2 storey coursed stone and Collyweston slate 
building with attic dormers, amalgamated from 2 or 3 cottages.  Ground floor windows have 
segmental stone and brick arches.  Although in part single storey it is long and has a large 
eastern wing making it a fine substantial building in the street scene. 

Continuing north, and outside the conservation area, are Unity Houses, 2 pairs of mid 20th c 
semi-detached properties built of brick with manufactured tile roofs and two brick built 
bungalows all set back from the road behind short stone walls.  The buildings do not impact 
on the character of the area.  The trees to the front gardens add to the setting and character 
of the small open space to the junction with Lattimers Paddock.

In Latimers Paddock located to the bend, at the southern end of the conservation area, is a 
small converted stone built barn with tile roof behind a small stone wall.  Opposite is Silver 
Birches, a modem stone built two storey house.  The tall stone boundary wall that forms part 
of the north western entrance to the village and mature trees to the garden add to the 
character of the area and frame the adjacent open space. 

Immediately opposite on the west side of Stamford Road, and set back on higher ground 
above retaining stone walls, are Westways and Hillside.  This is an imposing late 17th 
century extended two storey listed grade II building, originally a single house, now divided 
into two properties. Built of long coursed stone rubble with a steeply pitched Collyweston 
stone roof with stone copings to the gables and ashlar chimney stacks. 

 
Westways and Hillside

Pudding Bag Lane includes a mix of building styles.  On the south side are the converted 
agricultural barns of the Stackyard.  They retain much of their former character and 
appearance, having few openings in the stone elevations and uniform Welsh slate roofs. 

The two storey terraced houses on the north side, recently extended to the west end, are 
outside the conservation area.  Their architectural uniformity of painted render, matching 
timber bracket door canopies and same roof tiles and chimneys provide a coherence and 
have a neutral effect on the conservation area.  

The next two modern houses are also outside the conservation area.  They have a neutral 
impact due to the use of subdued materials, their set back positions, and tree and shrub 
planting behind stone boundary walls.  

Opposite, is a small white rendered bungalow of no architectural quality set behind a stone 
wall and screened by tall evergreen trees.  Next is Bake Oven Cottage, a 1½ storey 3 bay 
vernacular cottage with small outshut to the front, built of coursed stone with a Collyweston 
slate roof.  The original side barn now provides further accommodation. A recent three bay 
tall stone garage building is to the west.  
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12 Pudding Bag Lane              Bake Oven Cottage                Former Stackyard 

At the end of the Lane on the north side is no. 12, a pleasant small late 19th century 1½ 
storey cottage in the traditional symmetrical style of coursed stone under a Collyweston slate 
roof with gabled attic dormers, tall red brick chimney stacks and a central door. Although the 
windows and door are not traditional, the cottage character remains. Replacement flush 
fitting casement windows and a simple vertically planked timber door would restore much of 
the historic significance of the building. 

The last two buildings on the south side are mid-20th century and have limited architectural 
merit, but due to their location and design have a neutral impact on the conservation area.  

Pilsgate contains an equal proportion of stone and brick built structures. The older southern 
‘uphill’ part has more coursed limestone and rubble buildings, compared with the northern 
‘downhill’ part with more modern brick built buildings. Collyweston slate is the most 
prominent roofing material in the conservation area.  The table below shows the composition 
of roof materials of buildings and structures visible within the Conservation Area.

The properties with welsh slate and pantile 
roofs are located in the redeveloped Stackyard.  

Unsurprisingly, given the settlements location, 
the majority of the pre 20th century buildings are 
roofed with Collyweston Slate.

Many original architectural features remain to 
earlier buildings such as simple pointed eaves and gutters fixed into the masonry on rise and 
fall brackets.

The windows prevalent on the most prominent buildings within Pilsgate are timber 
casements and sashes, with some metal casements set into stone mullion windows to 
historic building. Windows at older buildings include simple casement windows subdivided 
into small panes.

Doors are a mixture of period panelled and part glazed doors. The latter have a somewhat 
detrimental impact on the significance of the buildings.  When non-original doors are 
considered for replacement, these should be correct to the period and status of the property.  
Larger houses typically have fine panelled doors with cottages and agricultural buildings 
having simple timber vertical ‘plank’ doors.   

9.3 Key Views 

Long and short views to and from the village are important to the setting of the conservation 
area. The following views have been identified as having a positive impact on the character, 
appearance and enjoyment of the conservation area.

Material Number Percentage
Collyweston 13 57%
Clay Pantile 3 13%
Concrete Tile 1 4%
Welsh Slate 5 22%
Plain tile 1 4%
Total 23
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Key views include:
 Across the paddock, from Pudding Bag Lane, towards Pilsgate House. 
 East along Pudding Bag Lane aided by the enclosure of wall wither side. 
 North along Stamford Road adjacent to the paddock towards Ragstone House.
 Panoramic view of countryside from the end of Pudding Bag Lane. 
 Looking west from mid-way along Pudding Bag Lane towards Pilsgate Farmhouse and the 

mature Horse Chestnut Tree.
 View north with Ragstone House as the focal point.
 View south with Ragstone House as the focal point.
 Entering the village from the south with paddock and focal point.

If a particular view in not identified this does not mean that it is unimportant.  Important views 
are shown in the Pilsgate Townscape Analysis Map. 

9.4 Trees, Hedges, verges and stone walls

Trees
Trees make a significant contribution to the character and appearance of the conservation 
area.  They frame key views and form the backdrop to views within and approaching the 
settlement.  Views of distant trees add to the rural setting of Pilsgate. 

The gardens of the larger 19th c houses of Westways, Pilsgate House and Pilsgate 
Farmhouse are heavily planted with specimen trees (deciduous and evergreen) and shrubs.  
Other gardens contain single or grouped semi and mature trees such as beech, chestnut 
and conifers and provide a counterpoint to the buildings. 

Many of these trees are located close to the road and in a small settlement are a prominent 
feature in views on arrival and along Stamford Road and Pudding Bag Lane and so make a 
major contribution to the rural character of Pilsgate.

The small open space at the entrance to Lattimers Paddock is framed by mature trees that 
provide high amenity value

 
Trees at Lattimers Paddock

Of particular note, is the veteran horse chestnut tree to the paddock which visually 
dominates the junction of Stamford Road and Pudding Bag Lane. This veteran tree may 
require works in the near future to ensure its health and well-being.
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Veteran horse chestnut tree

Hedges
On the road approaches to the settlement are field boundary hedges, and these make a 
positive contribution to the wider rural settling of Pilsgate. 

In the settlement there is only one small length of clipped hedge behind the front stone front 
boundary wall of Pilsgate House. The hedge makes a pleasant contribution to the street 
scene by softening the strong stone character of this side of the road.  Otherwise, hedges 
are not a significant characteristic of the conservation area.

Stone walls
Stone boundary walls are a significant feature of the character and appearance of the 
conservation area.  It is estimated that approximately 80% of road facing frontages are 
walled. The majority are coursed stone walls with characteristic ‘cock and hen’ coping, with 
variable heights between 1 and 2 metres. 

  
Boundary wall: Pilsgate House Hunters Hill                                   the paddock at Pudding Bag Lane

A number of these walls will date from the 18th and 19th centuries, though some will have 
been re-built.  Some walls appear to require repair and attention and the loss of these 
important historic features would harm the conservation area. 
The relatively modern development of Latimers Paddock continues this character, though 
two walls do not reflect traditional stone wall detail. Westways, Hillside and Pilsgate House 
have tall substantial front stone walls, which retain higher land to the rear reflecting the 
change in the topography from south to north.  These walls provide protection, privacy and 
give strong enclosure to street. 

Verges 
Grass verges are a very important feature of the conservation area and add significantly to 
the character of the place. They soften the impact of Stamford Road and Pudding Bag Lane 
and maintain a rural feel to the village.  

The wide grass verge on the east side of Stamford Road at the entrance to Pilsgate from the 
west, leads into the open space at the junction with Lattimers Paddock.  Outside Ragstone 
House verge continues to Pudding Bag Lane, and then is matched opposite, and continues 
towards Barnack.  Similarly verge in Pudding Bag Lane is a positive feature. The 
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combination of verge and stone walls within the village creates a sense of spaciousness and 
a pleasant street scene. 

  
Verge: Stamford Road            Ragstone House        Pudding Bag Lane 

9.5 Street Furniture and services 
The red telephone box and wall located post box at the corner of Pudding Bag Lane add visual 
interest and are positive features in the street scene.  

Telegraph posts and overhead wires are 
obtrusive and impact on the rural character of the 
village.  The removal of unsightly overhead wires 
and poles would remove skyline clutter and 
enhancing the street scene.

Positive townscape features

9.6 Building Uses
Pilsgate was an agricultural community and farming remains a village industry but only at 
Pilsgate Farm.  The mechanisation of farming means only a small number of people are 
involved in agriculture.  Most of the residents commute to work. 

The vast majority of buildings within the village are in residential use.  There are no shops or 
public houses serving the settlement, it is too small to support such business.

Townscape Summary:
The positive townscape elements are:

 Stone and Collyweston slate traditional buildings and barns.
 The focal point of the walled paddock and large veteran horse chestnut tree
 Strong enclosure from numerous stone boundary walls.
 The rural character and appearance of Pudding Bag Lane.
 The enclosed, shaded and green character to the entrance to Latimers Paddock.
 Stamford Road rising steeply and changing alignment through the village.
 Extensive grass verges and absence of kerbs
 Large specimen trees in key views.
 Views out to open courtside, particularly from the end of Pudding Bag Lane.
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The negative townscape elements are:

 Telegraph posts and overhead cables.
 Modern concrete lamp standards and columns.
 Plastic bin and signpost adjacent to paddock on Pudding Bag Lane.
 Volume, speed and noise of traffic on Stamford Road. 
 Wide hard surface near bus stop 
 Some loss of fabric and original architectural details

10.0 Historic buildings

10.1 Listed buildings 
There are 4 listed buildings within the Pilsgate Conservation Area (including the K6 
telephone box). These make up 17% of the 23 separate buildings and structures within the 
conservation area.  The earliest of the three buildings are Pilsgate House and Westways & 
Hillside which date to the 17th century. Pilsgate Farmhouse (listed as Webster’s Farmhouse) 
is 18th century.  On the corner of Pudding Bag Lane is the K^ type telephone box.  All are 
Grade II listed.  The listed buildings are identified on the Pilsgate Townscape Analysis Map.

10.2 Positive Unlisted Buildings
The appraisal has identified a number of unlisted buildings which it is considered contribute 
positively to the character of Pilsgate Conservation Area. Most of these buildings are 19th C 
in date and are generally unaltered externally. 

Ragstone House is a prominent and attractive building in views.  Although this building is not 
worthy of statutory listing, an Article 4 Direction would ensure that future alterations to the 
elevations visible from Stamford Road are sympathetic to the character of the building and to 
the benefit of the conservation area.  

  
Ragstone House   12 Pudding Bag Lane                           Bake Oven Cottage, Pudding Bag Lane

12 Pudding Bag Lane and Bake Oven Cottage opposite are typical vernacular 1½ storey 
cottages built of coursed limestone under Collyweston slate roofs.  These buildings make a 
positive contribution to Pudding Bag Lane and the Conservation Area 

11.0 Management plan

Introduction
The quality of any place depends on the actions of people who live in the area.  In the 
conservation area the owners of property play a key role in affecting how the area looks.   
Minor alterations such as replacement doors, windows and the removal of original boundary 
enclosures may be insignificant as individual alterations.  However, the cumulative effect of 
these alterations together with the removal of other architectural details such as chimneys, 
ridge tiles and decorative timber work leads to erosion of character and appearance.   
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Designation as a conservation area raises the awareness of residents to the quality of their 
surroundings and is intended to encourage an active interest in the care and maintenance of 
their properties.  The appraisal provides residents with an understanding of what should be 
cared for and preserved in the Pilsgate Conservation Area, and the need for sympathetic 
alterations and repairs.

The City Council does not intend to prevent change or development in the Pilsgate 
Conservation Area. The purpose of the Management Plan is to preserve and enhance the 
area’s special character.  The following recommended actions would assist in retaining and 
enhancing the character and appearance of village as a whole.  A timescale is not given for 
some of these actions since this will in part be dependent on consultations between Barnack 
Parish Council, Peterborough City Council, and other interested parties. 

The proposals follow national planning policy guidance and the relevant policies of the 
Peterborough Core Strategy and the Planning Policies Development Plan Documents. The 
Management Plan complements the Pilsgate Conservation Area appraisal.  

As part of the management proposals, the Conservation Area appraisal and Management 
Plan will need to be reviewed periodically and updated and modified where appropriate.

11.1 Planning policies and controls
In conservation areas there are a number of extra planning controls in addition to normal 
planning restrictions that apply to properties, in order to maintain the character and 
appearance of the area.  Permission is needed for:-

 The demolition or substantial demolition of a building (apart from some minor exceptions) 
 Demolition of walls, gates or fences over a metre high next to a highway or over two metres 

elsewhere
 Cladding of the exterior of a building with stone, artificial stone, pebble dash, render, 

timber, plastic or tiles 
 A satellite antenna on a chimney or a wall fronting a highway 
 A new building in the garden of a house over a certain size 
 Building extensions over a certain size, including installation of dormer windows
 Installation of certain micro generation equipment, such as solar panels

Trees valued for the visual amenity are protected by ‘Tree Preservation Orders’ (TPO) and 
consent is required to prune or fell them. In conservation areas, if not already protected by a 
TPO, 6 weeks written notice is required to be given to the council for any works involving 
lopping or felling of a tree greater than 75mm in diameter and 1m above ground level. 
All development proposals should be discussed with the Local Planning Authority in the first 
instance, to determine whether permission is required. 

Special attention must be paid to the character and appearance of the conservation area when 
determining planning applications. The proper management of the conservation area will be 
achieved mainly by the positive use of planning and enforcement powers. 

The National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) (2012) sets out the Governments planning 
polices to help achieve sustainable development, the historic environment and heritage 
assets.  One of the three dimensions of sustainable development includes the protection of 
the historic environment.  Specific polices for the conservation of the historic environment are 
set out at Section 12: 'Conserving and enhancing the historic environment'   The objective of 
the policies is to manage change to heritage assets in a way that sustains and, where 
appropriate, enhances its significance
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The Peterborough Planning Policies Development Plan Document (DPD) contains policies for 
making decisions on new development, including extensions.  The council will seek that new 
development enhances the character or appearance of the area, in line with adopted policy 
and other guidance. New development, including extensions and alterations, should be 
carefully thought out and well designed, respect the context and use locally relevant materials. 

The council will oppose proposals which would harm the special character of the conservation 
area.  Important views into and from the conservation area are identified on the Pilsgate 
Townscape Analysis Map.  The Council will seek to ensure that all development respects 
these important views.  

Unauthorised works and breaches of planning control can cumulatively harm the quality of a 
conservation area.  To protect character of the area the Council will ensure that unauthorised 
development is subject to effective enforcement action where legal powers permit.  

The main protector of the character and appearance of the conservation area are residents 
who are responsible for maintaining their property. The character of the area can be harmed 
through the use of inappropriate materials and unsympathetic alterations.  An Article 4(2) 
Direction can be made by the Council to protect important features of a building fronting a 
road where the change would harm the street scene.  An Article 4(2) Direction withdraw 
‘permitted development’ rights of the General Permitted Development Order (GPDO) and 
requires planning permission to be obtained for these changes.  There are currently no Article 
4 Directions in Pilsgate.

11.2 The Conservation Area Boundary
This is the first conservation area appraisal since the designation of the conservation area in 
1979.  

Historic England guidance states that current conservation area boundaries should be 
reviewed as part of the appraisal process, particularly if there is evidence to suggest that the 
earlier boundary was drawn too tightly. The guidance also states that if the original interest 
has been eroded by subsequent changes or inappropriate development the boundary should 
be revised. 

The appraisal has adjoining land where these have an influence on the conservation area 
but it is concluded that there is no evidence to suggest that benefit would arise in changing 
the boundary as it currently exists.  The existing conservation area boundary reflects 
Pilsgate’s special historic and architectural interest.  

11.3 Historic Buildings
The conservation area contains a number of unlisted buildings (shown on the Pilsgate 
Townscape Analysis Map) that make a positive contribution to the character and appearance 
of the conservation area, particularly: -

 Ragstone House, Stamford Road 
 Bake Oven Cottage, Pudding Bag Lane
 12 Pudding Bag Lane

The buildings should be considered for additional recognition either as part of a future revision 
of Peterborough’s ‘Buildings of Local Importance’ (the Local List) or protection by Article 4(2) 
Directions to protect their particular interest.
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11.4 Stone Walls
Stone boundary walls are fundamental to the character and appearance of Pilsgate. Some 
of these may represent historic boundaries.  The majority will date from the 18th and 19th 
century.  The principle walls are shown on the Pilsgate Townscape Analysis Map.  

All existing stone walls should be retained, maintained and rebuilt if necessary.   Peterborough 
City Council has available some detailed practical guidance notes on the building and repair 
of walls in the local style.

The serving of an Article 4(2) Direction Order should be considered to protect the integrity and 
uniformity of the boundary walls of unlisted building that make 

11.5 Highways and Street Furniture
Street lights in concrete and galvanised steel do not enhance the conservation area.  When 
replacement is due, the design, siting materials and finish of the new columns and lights 
should be sympathetic to the character and appearance of the conservation area.

The removal of telegraph poles and overhead wires and wires run underground would 
significantly enhance the rural character of the village and remove skyline clutter.  A long-term 
objective should be the undergrounding of overhead wires and cables. Discussions should be 
held with the appropriate agencies to examine the feasibility and opportunities to replace 
overhead cables with underground cables. 

The grass verges are especially important to the character of the conservation area.  The 
council will work with the Highway Authority and statutory undertakers to ensure that verges 
are not removed or damaged.  Where private drives cross over verges, owners will be 
encouraged to use bound gravel or other visually ‘softer’ material than more formal block 
paving or setts. 

11.6 Tree Planting and Landscape enhancement
Many of the significant trees that were planted in the 19th c within the area are close to 
reaching maturity and some may soon be lost through natural decay process.  It is likely that 
most ash trees will be diseased or dead within the coming 15- 20 years 

As trees are removed for aboricultural reasons replacement trees should be planted to ensure 
that long term the wooded rural character of village and the conservation area will not be 
adversely affected. 

12.0 References
The following sources of information were drawn upon:-

 Peterborough Reference Library Local Studies Archive
 Population Census Records 1891 to 1991
 The Statutory List of Buildings of Architectural Interest & Historic Merit – Historic England.
 The Sites and Monuments Record – Historic England 
 Conservation Area Designation, Appraisal & Management Advice Note 1 (2016) – Historic 
 Peterborough Museum Archive
 Victoria County History – Northants
 Peterborough City Council Planning Department Archive
 The Soke of Peterborough; A Portrait in Old Photographs and Picture Postcards
 Guidance on Conservation Area Appraisals and Guidance on the Management of 

Conservation Areas English Heritage 2016 
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 The Pilsgate Manor of the Sacrist of Peterborough Abbey – Edited by Margaret E. 
Briston and Timothy M. Halliday

 Pastscape. Historic England.

13.0 Useful Contacts
For advice on conservation areas and listed buildings: www.peterborough.gov.uk or write / 
telephone: Built Environment, Growth & Regeneration, Peterborough City Council, 
Town Hall, Bridge Street, Peterborough. PE1 1DD Tel: (01733) 747474; or e-mail: 
builtenvironment@peterborough.gov.uk

For advice on planning permission: www.peterborough.gov.uk ; or write to address above
Tel: (01733) 453410; or e-mail: planningcontrol@peterborough.gov.uk 

For advice on trees, works to trees and Tree Preservation Orders: 
www.peterborough.gov.uk or write to Natural Environment Section, Planning Delivery, 
Peterborough City Council, Town Hall, Bridge Street, Peterborough. PE1 1DD Tel: 
(01733) 747474; or e-mail: bryanclary@peterborough.gov.uk
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Pilsgate Character Appraisal Map
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